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MICk ROCk
wor ds by a da m sh er r eT T  

phoTogr a ph y by J er ry bu T T l e s

mick rock is the first to admit he has no photographic heroes. 
why should he when he’s been at the forefront of rock 'n' roll 
for the last four decades? The name mick rock alone rolls off 
the tongue and conjures up images of underground glam and 
the sweat-soaked decadence of an era that is as much alive 
today as it was when he first shot syd barrett in 1969.

we had the chance to sit down with mick to chat about 
the role of fashion and music in his dynamic photographic 
career. what started with an acid trip, a camera without 
any film, and a beautiful muse has eventually found himself 
capturing multiple generations of artists, tastemakers, a-list 
junkies, b-list antiheroes, and the many faces that defined 
modern rock. They are the iconic photos that helped in 
the consumption of his characters and opened the door  
to the dystopian downtown circus where overdrive and disco 
run gleefully rampant. From those initial grimey shots of 
barrett on the floor of his london flat and Ziggy’s stardusting 
to the killer Queens at imperial college, mick’s work has 
become the zeitgeist of rock 'n' roll lore and the renegade 
fashions of modern music. it’s the near-perfect balance of the 
absurd, the vanguard, and the all-perfect nonsense of grit, 
grime and posh. and in case you’re wondering, mick and his 
camera are still rolling. he preaches with a delicately graveled 
humor and an ice cold wit that is both genuine and refined. 
and yet, despite all this – including a recent quadruple bypass 
surgery – mick has the same growling enthusiasm he did over 
40 years ago. he’s still mick, he still doesn’t give a damn, and 
he’s not going anywhere anytime soon.

Hello Mick, I was hoping we could have a little chat about the 
role of fashion in music and photography – more specifically 
its role in your shooting over the years. Would you say your 
photography and the “Mick Rock” name has sort of inf luenced 
the modern rock ‘n’ roll persona? And in regards to the subjects of 
your shoots, how much is based on your involvement?
well, i think it’s not so much how fashion has influenced artists, 
but more about how a lot of these artists have influenced modern 
fashion in general. i mean, in those early days, they were all 
self-styled. yes, it’s true; by the time we got to Queen they wore 
these special outfits designed by Zandra rhodes. and Freddy 
had a role as well. but i mean, it wasn’t like the designers were 
showing up at the shoots with piles of clothes and stylists... not 
even for david’s Ziggy. They just picked out what they wanted 
and showed up. “do you like it mick?” and, of course, the 
answer was always yes. Then we got on with the pictures.

But isn’t there a sort of irony that these photos of “self-styled” 
people end up in high fashion publications and lookbooks?
well yes. my friend John Varvatos has a new book with many 
of my pictures, but you know, he’s my friend. he and his clothes 

are obviously inspired by rock ‘n’ roll, and he certainly won’t 
tell you it’s the other way around. like him, without the music,  
i wouldn’t be a photographer. The clothes just came with the acts.

Would you say rock ‘n’ roll helped put you into the initial places 
you needed to be to start your career? Or did you seek out the 
correlation of photography, fashion and music with a focus of 
knowing you needed to become a part of that scene?
it was a bit less thought out than that. i mean, i just took an 
acid trip, picked up a camera and shot – well, i thought i was 
shooting pictures – of this particular young lady. it turns out 
there was no film in the camera! it was a friend’s camera, of 
course, but it all just aroused my curiosity. i mean, those were 
the days when there was a changing of the guard amongst the 
rebel teenagers and people in their early 20s. it just kind of kept 
growing. i kept shooting and people started to give me a little 
bit of money. and it staved off the idea of having to get a real 
job. it evolved into this... thing, and just kept going like some 
kind of monster. it crawled all over my life. being stuck with 
the name “mick rock” didn’t help either. Then the disease got 
into my soul and i didn’t know any other way of life. 

But would you say you were prepared for the journey, whether it 
actually worked or not?
i don’t really think you could plan what has happened in my 
life. if i had said back then “i think i’ll go be a rock ‘n’ roll 
photographer and make a career out of it,” the people would’ve 
locked me up for insanity! you have to remember it was not  
a big deal back then. especially judging by the amount of 
money people were paying, it was regarded as being something 
that was very disposable. 

And the music was probably quite disposable as well?
The music was certainly regarded as ‘quite disposable’ back 
then, yes. The idea of applying the word “classic” to rock 
didn’t come around until the ‘80s. it was actually kind of  
a jarring combination of words. rock ‘n’ roll was not meant  
to be “class ic” in any way.  i t  was meant to be “of  
the moment.” 

In those early days “pop” would actually “pop” and then it was 
gone. 
but it didn’t change as the years kept rolling on and on.  
i mean, you see early interviews of the beatles and there’s ringo 
saying “oh, you know, when it’s all over i think i’ll open up  
a hairdressing shop.” not a salon. a shop. in those early days 
nothing was meant to stick around this long, that’s for sure.

It seems that nowadays everything is disposable because our 
society moves so fast.
well yeah. it’s funny. everything is disposable and yet 
everything lasts forever.
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Would you say that’s the magic of fashion, rock ‘n’ roll and 
photography getting grouped into one artistic element?
i don’t know if it’s the magic, but certainly that synergy has 
proven to be somehow durable. i think it’s much more timeless 
now, especially all that older stuff from the ‘60s and ‘70s. The 
‘70s definitely saw a bit more fashion awareness with the rise 
of david bowie, but it was not by design. like the famous 
iggy “raw power” look and the leathery-looking jacket that 
they call rock ‘n’ roll’s “shroud of Turin.” you know, the one 
with the leopard print on the back. well, it wasn’t actually real 
leather. but nowadays, there are people that have recreated 
it in leather, packaged it into a fancy box, and made it into 
something of fashion and as expensive as possible. but that 
original jacket, i mean, it made a big statement. 

Because it did. 
and his look – the jacket, silver trousers, the boots, the silver 
hair... i mean, that was just iggy being iggy. but it was rock ‘n’ 
roll time back then which meant that anything went. whatever 
you felt like doing, you just got on with it. it’s much more 
conscious and deliberate nowadays. 

From a photography standpoint, would you say that’s more 
positive than negative?
i’m not saying that’s bad or good. me, i tend to roll with the 
punches ‘cause i like shooting. if i like it, i’ll shoot it. it’s like 
the argument about film and digital. well, you know, i don’t 
give a damn. i’m glad that all of my early stuff from the ‘70s 
and ‘80s is on film because then there’s a true master. but now, 
anybody that shoots anything shoots it thousands of times, 
so it loses its value in a way. The world changed, and i’m still 
rolling. That’s all i care about. 

Obviously technology has changed so much. How would you say 
your technique and approach has changed in the last decade?
i think my basic approach is still the same. let’s be honest – 
photography is not that complicated. it never was, and it’s even 
less so now. i mean, my cat could probably take a picture if 
i really coaxed her into it. even children have cameras. back 
when i got started, it wasn’t exactly a sport that children 
indulged in. but what i do love about digital is that you can 
just keep shooting and shooting and shooting. you get a big 
enough memory card and you can go on endlessly. 

But even back in the ‘70s and ‘80s you were probably shooting 
numerous images of the musicians and burning through rolls of 
film. Apart from the sheer volume, has digital changed who you 
shoot and how you shoot them?
True, i could shoot loads of film in the old days, but you’d 
have loads of interruptions while you changed the chambers 
and reloaded the film. i mean, i enjoy digital. and digital 
photos don’t gather dust or have people putting their fingers 
on the photos. and it’s brought me to shoot more modern 
people like snoop dogg, deadmau5, and the black lips. 
and i enjoy working with younger people. you know, i’m  
a photographer and i like to shoot. To be honest, i like  
to shoot younger people because they look better, and they 
taste better. sometimes i just feel a bit vampiric.

Vampiric? Well, speaking of retaining youth, is there a particular 
album or artist that constantly sits with you and keeps your 
excitement alive?
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There’s too many, but it is a fair question. i guess it just 
depends on the time of year and whether i’m having my period 
or not – and it can move around. sometimes i look back at 
those syd barrett pictures that i took right at the beginning.  
i hardly knew anything about photography back then. They’re 
poorly lit and came out quite grainy. 

But t hat ’s t he mag ic of t hose photos. Syd’s face in t hat 
apartment... You can almost taste the grit and feel the grime 
under your fingernails. 
To be honest, i may have equaled those photos a few times, 
but i don’t know if i’ve done anything better. sometimes 
ignorance produces the best art. whatever art means. but 
then again, what i shot yesterday could become the best thing 
i’ve shot in my mind. i just shot the black lips for their new 
album cover, and we had the best time. especially with all 
the cursing, the silly schoolboy stuff, and me calling them 
“motherfuckers” while we’re shooting. with those all-male 
rock ‘n’ roll bands, things can get completely out of control. 
but they all love it! 

It ’s interesting because so many modern acts have gained 
attention by wearing certain brand name clothes – especially rock 
‘n’ roll acts with their leather jackets and perfectly ruined attire. 
The Black Lips, for instance, are known for their pseudo-punk 
aesthetic. Do you think this has improved music photography for 
the better or worse? 
well, i mean, i like all the clothes John Varvatos gives me. and 
he’s always given me clothes. but it doesn’t have to be designer 
clothes to make a great attire or photograph. it never has and 
still doesn’t. certainly, bands are much more aware of what 
they’re wearing nowadays. i mean, bowie in ‘72 was pretty 
ahead of the pack because he was absolutely alert to all these 
aspects of clothing, music and photography. i think most people 
just called him a big poof. me, i thought he was just terrific. 

Terrific indeed. But considering all the brilliant artists like 
Bowie that you’ve worked with, what are you most curious about 
as a photographer?
oh, i love to shoot! i love the process. i mean, i’m not the guy 
dragging a bloody camera around to every party. but for me, the 
process of shooting is very therapeutic. and i love to choreograph 
sessions. i find it very releasing and have loads of fun. 

Well it seems nowadays as if everybody at the party seems 
to think they’re the next big thing. But for you – a guy who’s 
arguably seen it all in the rock ‘n’ roll world – what makes for  
a truly great fashion and music icon? 
well, i guess i would say the persistent and natural uniqueness 
of their personality and persona. and of course, people have 
often asked me what photographers have influenced you, and  
i say none. i don’t give a damn about photography – i just kind 
of wandered into it. i had no photographic heroes. none. Zero. 

Surely somebody had an influence on you?
my heroes were more like French symbolist poets and the 
english romantics, or matisse and picasso. but later on i did 
sort of fall in love with man ray. i believe it’s the unique 
charisma of my early subjects, whether it was syd, iggy, lou, 
Freddy, the ramones or the pistols... any of those characters 
that people considered to be on the cutting edge of the ‘70s. 
That really shaped my sensibilities of the iconic image.


